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SECR
Compliance
made easy

What is SECR?

Do you need to comply
with SECR?

The UK government introduced Streamlined Energy and

Carbon Reporting (SECR) in 2019. This legisaltion promotes

energy efficiency across organisionts, reducing carbon

emissions and supporting the UK’s environmental goals.

SECR mandates carbon and energy reporting for a wider

range of organisations than ever before, encouraging them

to implement energy saving measures.

Companies listed on major exchanges
(London, NYSE, NASDAQ, EEA) must
comply with SECR if they already report
greenhouse gas emissions in their
Directors’ Report.

Quoted Companies

Large companies meeting two or more of the following

criteria are required to comply:

Turnover of £36 millions or more

Balance sheet total of £18 million or more

250 or more employees
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Streamlined Energy and Compliance
(SECR) Reporting - is your
organisation affected?

Large unquoted companies
and large limited liability
partnerships (LLPs)

How to comply with SECR

SECR also applies to “large” companies
required to report greenhouse gas
emissions in their Directors’ Report under
the 2018 regulations.

SECR mandates disclosure of energy use
and emissions from UK electricity, gas and
vehicle fuel in a public Directors’ Report
(companies) or an Energy and Carbon
Report (LLPs).
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Contact us today for a free consultation

Your trusted
partner in
navigating SECR
with ease

Who is exempt from SECR? SECR to opportunity
Organisations using less than 40,000 kWh and

foreign companies are not required to report.
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Taking the next steps
with Elemental

Unsure if SECR applies to your organisation? Contact

our compliance consultants who will assess your

company structure and recommend a suitable

programme. While we handle your SECR return,

consider taking you sustainability efforts a step

further by planning for net zero. The data gathered

for SECCR can be a valuable starting point for your

journey to net zero.

Streamlined Energy and Carbon Reporting (SECR)

offers a valuable path to improved energy efficiency

and cost savings. By identifying areas of high

consumption, you can implement targeted measures

and achieve measurable reductions in energy

expenditure. Studies indicate a typical 20% annual

decrease in energy through effective management

practices. Simple upgrades like lighting and building

control systems can also deliver significant financial

benefits.

Elemental Consulting Group: Your SECR Partner

We can guide you through SECR compliance, helping

you unlock the potential for a more sustainable

future.


